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Rievaulx sits dramatically in the heart of the North
Yorkshire Moors, with access to 5000 acres of
valleys and farm land, this is truly an area of
outstanding natural beauty. During the game
season, these stunning valleys and lakes offer some
of the finest driven partridge, pheasant and duck
shooting to be found anywhere in the world.
The simulated shooting offers a unique experience
replicating the closest to the real thing, taking you
all over the estate, climbing up to drives that
provide stunning views of Rievaulx Abbey and
producing some of highest and most varied clay
drives in the UK.
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Simulated game days
Rievaulx, North Yorkshire
Simulated
Arrive at Rievaulx Abbey and enjoy a proper bacon roll or two if you fancy.
There will be no shortage of nibbles around the estate which you can enjoy
after each drive. After enjoying third drive, you will depart to the lunch hut
where you can relax whilst enjoying a sumptuous lunch prepared by the
local Michelin Star restaurant, The Star Inn, Harome.
Rievaulx is located just two miles outside of Helmsley. Driving time from
York is approximately 40 minutes.

YO62 5LB
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*Additional guests will be charged at

18
50 per person
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YOUR ITINERARY
9:30am

B eakfa
meet for coffee and bacon sandwiches at
Rievaulx Abbey. Draw pegs, safety brief
team photo

10:15am

Fi
h ee d i e
Ducks, high partridge, high
pheasant. Morning drinks and elevenses in between
each drive

1:30pm

L ch delicious lunch at the lodge prepared by The
Star Inn, Harome Michelin Star .

2:30pm

Tea

3:00pm

Fi al d i e

3:40pm

De a
tea and cake back at The Star Inn Harome.
Alternatively if you d prefer a lighter lunch in the
field we can offer late lunch at The Star.
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rabbit mania

Grouse
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DUCK DRIVE
Our simulated duck drive situated on the beautiful and
idyllic, Rievualx Spring Lakes, forms the start of the days
shooting followed by a glass or two of Champagne. The
drive is set to best replicate how wild ducks would flight
into the lakes.Consisting of ranging crossers and loopers,
incomers, teal and low skimming targets in front of the
guns. A fast and furious warm up.
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HIGH PARTRIDGE DRIVE
Rievaulx is well renowned for its spectacular high
partridge shooting. These fantastic little birds fly in waves
from valley edge to edge during the game season. Our
simulated partridge replicates just this. The clearfell
valley edges specially designed to encourage a partridge
to fly as high and fast as possible is perfect and gives us
the ability to set our sim drives to do exactly the same.
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HIGH PHEASANT DRIVE
The high pheasant drive is designed to test the most
seasoned of shooters. These spectacularly testing driven
and crossing targets mixed in with lower standard ones
makes this drive one of the most popular drives of the
day. Usually done on a drive called Clive s, one of
Rievaulxs signatures during the game season, perfectly
set to allow use to design a sequence of flushes which best
replicates a high pheasants.
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GROUSE DRIVE

Fast and furious grouse zipping left to right, right to left
and straight over, this drive will definitely get you heart
racing. Guns a stood in our specially designed grouse
butts, as you would on a grouse moor and our clay traps
are set just behind the brow of a shallow valley. With a
grouse call on inbuilt speaker system to get the heart
racing even further this truly unique and exciting drive,
and a lot of fun!
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RABBIT MANIA COMPETITION
Who doesn t like a bit of competition between friends..
Teams of 5 or 6 chosen by us at the start of the day with
one 50 bird practice round followed by a 50 bird
competition battle it out for bragging rights and a place
on our Copy Cat Top Gear Leaderboard.
Get your thinking caps on for a team name!
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Costs

Details

Our simulated days work best with 12 to 18 guns,
up to SIX shooting at any one time. We run each
of the drives twice so that one guest will shoot
and the other will load, then you switch.
This ensures that everyone is always involved
throughout the day!

We can cater for larger

or

smaller teams which will reflect in the cost per
gun

Plea e ee

ice i

Book Now

email
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Large corporate

charity events

We organise and host multiple charity and corporate events
yearly. If you are interested in us organising one for you at
Rievaulx or alternatively on your own grounds. We would love to
hear from you to discuss your requirements.

Book Now
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